Structures exhibiting strong comprehension properties have been utilized in different fields of Mathematical Logic and Theoretical Computer Science. Although the techniques employed and the intended applications are quite different, these structures are essentially alike. Starting from a general definition of Hyperuniverse, we present here a comprehensive framework for investigating these structures. We also give a procedure for constructing Hyperuniverses which encompasses all known examples and provides many new non-s-isomorphic and even nonhomeomorphic structures.
Introduction
There are various constructions in the literature which give structures which should deserve the name hyperuniverse. They arose essentially in two apparently unrelated fields of scientific research: the foundations of Set Theory [2, 4, 8, 10, 18] and the mathematical theory of concurrrency [6, 13, 3 ,1,16-J. In the former field, these structures were mainly used to obtain the relative consistency of set theories with very strong comprehension principles. To this aim structures of very large size (uncountable weakly compact cardinals) came into play. In the latter field, these structures were used instead for providing the semantics of transition systems and hence only profinite, separable structures have been investigated.
Among the various strong stability and comprehension properties satisfied by these structures, it is worth mentioning the Generalized Positive Comprehension Scheme sional, namely they verify the following axiom of super strong extensionality SSExt two transitive sets x and y 'are equal if there is a transitive set z which is s-homomorphic image of both x and y. According to the terminology used in the concurrency community, the axiom above could be phrased using the notion of bisimulation. Two sets are equal if there is a bisimulation between the processes associated to them.
In this paper, we introduce in Section 1 a general framework for describing hyperuniverses of arbitrary size, which possibly do not satisfy SSExt. In Section 2 we implement in this framework a concrete procedure for constructing non-s-isomorphic and even nonhomeomorphic hyperuniverses. This allows us to present in Section 3 examples of hyperuniverses which exhibit various copies of a-isomorphic transitive sets. In the language of concurrency, this amounts to identify only those processes which are related by a bisimulation of a distinguished class.
The general framework
We recall some basic definitions from General Topology and Set Theory. Definition 1. Let T be a set (class).
(i) An entourage of T is a symmetric and reflexive binary relation on T.
(ii) A filter is Ic-complete if it is closed under intersections of length less than K.
(iii) A Ic-uniformity on T is a K-complete filter 4! of entourages of T satisfying the following conditions:
(a) n42 = {(x,y)~ T2Jx = y} (b) VUE%!VE%!V~VS U (iv) A K-uniformity basis 93 is a set of entourages such that the filter generated by W is a K-uniformity.
(v) The K-topology rq induced by the K-uniformity % is the topology having basis theset{U(x)(x~T,U~%},whereU(x)={y~(x,y)~U).
(vi) If 9 is a filter of entourages on T and 4 : T -+ S is surjective, then 9,+, is the filter basis of entourages of S consisting of the sets F6 = {(4(x), 4(y)) 1 x, y E F} for F E 9.
Note that if K is uncountable any K-uniformity has a basis consisting of equivalences. If K = w this is true if and only if the induced topology is O-dimensional. Definition 2. Let T be a transitive set (class) (i) Given an entourage U of T define the entourage U + by (x,y)~U+ 9 V~EX C!t~y(s,t)~U and VtEy
3s~x(s,t)~U
(ii) Given a filter 9 of entourages of T the corresponding exponentialjlter 9+ has basis the set {U'l U EF}.
(iii) A K-complete filter % of entourages of T is said K-admissible if %! = @ ', and % has a basis 8 of equivalences such that ) T/E ( < K for all E E 8.
(iv) If +Y is a K-uniformity on T then %!(+ is the exponential uniformity on the set 2T of the closed subsets of the induced rc-topology rq.
Caveat, the exponential uniformity in general does not induce the Vietoris Ktopology! This is true whenever the space T is K-compact.
From now onwards we assume that T is a transitive set (class), that K is a strongly inaccesible weakly compact cardinal and that % is a K-complete filter of entourages of T; K is weakly compact if any #c-complete filter on a K-complete field of sets of size K is included in a K-complete ultrafilter, or equivalently, if any tree of size K having levels of size less than K has a K-branch. Definition 3. Given a K-admissible filter 9 on a transitive set (class) T and a set (class) of representatives R for the equivalence classes T/ n 9, we say that T is full for 9 if for every subset A of R there is x E T such that A is the set of representatives of the equivalence classes of the elements of x. Theorem 1. Assume that 9 is a tc-admissible jilter on T such that equivalence n 9 has a set of representatives. Then there is a transitive set N and a surjective map o: T+ N such that (i) O(X) = o(y) tfand only if(x, y) E n 9; (ii) a(x) E o(y) if and only if(y,y u {xl) E n 9; (iii) 9' = {F"( F E 9} is a tc-uniformity basis; (iv) a(x) is the closure of the set {o(y)1 y E x} in the tc-topology induced on N by 9; (v) N c 2N and the rc-uniformity generated by F0 coincides with the uniformity induced by the exponential tc-untformity;
(vi) If moreover T is full for 9, then 2N = N.
Proof Put A = n 9 and write x ed y for (y, y u (x}) E A. Let R be a set of representatives for the equivalence classes modulo A. Define the function f: R + 9(R) by f(x) = { y E R 1 y Ed x}. First of all we show that f is injective. In fact, (x, y) 4: A if and only if there is F E .9 such that (x, y) $ F +, since A = n 9' by hypothesis. But this amounts to asserting that either there is s E x such that for all t E y, (s, t) 4 F or there is t E y such that for all s E x (s, t) 4 F. Hence either there is a s such that s E~X and s gdy or there is a t such that t l dy and t$dx. In both cases f(x) #f(y).
Now we apply the axiom X! to the function f and get a bijective function g: R + N such that g(x) = {g(s)1 s Ef (x)}. Clearly N is a transitive set and we define rr: T+ N by b(x) = g(y), where y is the representative of x in R.
Clearly (i) holds. In order to show (ii) pick y in T and let z E R be such that (z, y) E A. Now o(y) = g(z) = {g(x)lx Ef(z)} = {a(x)l(x, w) E A, WE~Z} = (a(x)lx edy}.
The last equality holds since x edy, (x, x') E A, (y, y') E A imply that x' cdy'. In fact, if (x, x') E A, (y, y') E A then clearly (y u {xl, y' u {x')) E d.
The assertion (iii) follows immediately from (i). In order to show (iv), i.e. cr(x) = {a(y) ( y E x], we prove first that x cd y if and only if for all F there is tr E y such that (tF, x) E F. This is immediate since both statements are equivalents to (y u {x}, y) E Ff for all F E 9. As proved sub (ii) we have that cr(x) = (o(y) I y E~x}, hence:
oVF E 9 3y, E x (yr, y) E F and o(y) = cr(z) oVF E 9 Sly, E x (o(yr), a(y)) E F" and a(y) = (T(Z) -mE {4Y)lY EXI.
The first part of(v) is a straightforward consequence of (iv). The second part follows from the fact that (a(x), a(y)) E F"+ o ((T(X), a(y)) E F +'.
We are left with (vi). Given a subset X of N, let x E T be an element such that X represents all its equivalence classes, which exists since Tis full for 9. Clearly o(x) is the closure of X since a(x) = {o(y)1 y E x}, hence all closed subsets of N are elements of N. q Corollary 1. If either N is x-compact or 8" induces the Vietoris K-topology, then N is a ic-hyperuniverse.
Proof. We recall first some useful facts from General Topology. Given a topological space (X, r), the exponential space 2', endowed with Vietoris topology, is T3 if and only if the space X is T4 (see [7] ). Moreover 2', endowed with Vietoris topology, is T, if and only if X is compact, by a Theorem of Velicko [7] . Finally, if X is rc-compact, the Vietoris K--topology on 2 x is induced by the exponential uniformity and is K-compact [7, 151. Clearly N is O-dimensional since 9 has a basis of equivalences. If N is K-compact then N is a K-hyperuniverse, by the last fact above and Theorem l(v). Assume now that 9" induces the Vietoris K-topology. We only need to show that N is K-compact. But this follows from the topological facts remarked above, since both N = 2N and any uniform topology is T3. 0 Now, since N is a Ic-hyperuniverse, the uniformities generated by 8, b+ are the same and since 4 is a uniform automorphism, they coincide with that generated by I++, hence also the uniformities generated by b*, b*' are the same. 0
Once we have constructed a particular rc-hyperuniverse N, we can easily apply Corollary 2 and get many rc-hyperuniverses non-s-isomorphic to it. Take as automorphism 4 a suitable permutation of a set B of less than K isolated points of N, extend it with the identity on N\B and use the axiom X to get $. We give an example in Section 3.
Corollary 2 has also an interesting consequence concerning the notion of topological universe in the sense of Weydert (see [18] ): i.e. a topological space X, homeomorphic to the space 2' endowed with Vietoris topology. Namely for each O-dimensional topological universe W there is a rc-hyperuniverse Nw both homeomorphic and s-isomorphic to it.
A concrete construction
In this section we give first an explicit construction of hyperuniverses which yields at once all hyperuniverses in the literature and many others non-e-isomorphic to them. We then generalize the construction so as to obtain also nonhomeomorphic hyperuniverses.
Take an equivalence relation E on the universal class V such that (a) E is compatible (i.e. E + 5: E), (b) E has a transitive set of representatives R such that 1 R) = ~~ -c IC.
Define inductively the relations E, by Eo = E, &+I = b%)+ and El = n E, for limit 1. a<).
Take as 9 the filter generated by the K-sequence d = (E, 1 tl < K}. 9 is a K-admissible filter since it has a basis 8 of equivalences and 8 = b+. Moreover, n 8 has a set of representatives of size K, since the number K, of the equivalence classes modulo E, satisfies rc,+ i = 2"" and for limit 1, kA = 2"<~, where rccA = SUP,<~ K,. In fact, if S, is a set of representatives for E,, then B(S,) is one for E,, 1. On the other hand, given an increasing chain S, of representatives for the equivalences E,, for TV < A, one can see that different subsets of lJ, < A S, are not in EA. Thus 2" <* < rcl. Finally, considering for each representative modulo El the A-sequence of its representatives modulo E,, we get ICI < n,,, K, < 2"<A. Hence we have also that 1 V/E 1 < K for any equivalence E in 9, since IC is inaccessible. Clearly, V is full for 4s. Hence we can get from Theorem 1 a structure N = NE, endowed with a topology z = rE and a projection bE: V-r N.
N is K-ultrametrizable since it has a nested uniformity basis of cardinality K.
We prove next that N is precompact in the sense of the following lemma. This property is crucial also in proving the completeness of N. To this end we need to use the tree property of the cardinal K. This is the reason why we consider from the outset only weakly compact K'S. Lemma 1. Any K-sequence (x,), < K in N has a K-subsequence ( x,~)~ < K which is strongly Cauchy, i.e. such that (x,,, x,,) E E, for y < 6.
Proof. Arrange the pairs (a, x,),<, in a tree T in the following way: put at level 0 the representative with least index of each inhabited equivalence class modulo EO; similarly, put at level c( the representative with least index of each inhabited equivalence class modulo E, which has not been used already at previous levels. The order relation on T is defined as follows: (01, x,) <T (fi, xs) if (c(, x,) is at level 6, (p, xs) is at level q, 6 < q and (x,, xa) E Ed.
Clearly T is a tree of height K whose levels are of size less than K. Since K has the tree property there is a K-branch of T. The second components of this K-branch constitute a strongly Cauchy subsequence (xolJy <K. 0
We now proceed the construction as follows. Let S be the set of all strongly Cauchy K-sequences in N, i.e. sequences (x,),<, of elements of N such that (x,, xa) E E, for c( < /3 < K. Define the functionf: S + Y(S) byf(x) = { y E S 1 y, E x, + 1}. Now apply the axiom X, and get a surjective function g : S + M, satisfying g(x) = {g(y)1 y of} for all x E S. Now we claim: dam(a) and (a(g(x) ), x0) E E" for all x ES, then N is Kcomplete, i.e. any Cauchy K-sequence of elements of N converges in N. Hence N is a ic-hyperuniverse.
Proof. Clearly, every Cauchy sequence of elements of N is equivalent to some sequence of S. Therefore, we need only to show that a(g(x)) is the limit of the sequence x for all x E S. To this aim we show by induction that @(g(x)), x,) E E," for all x E S and for all c1 < K.
The property holds by hypothesis for tl = 0. The limit steps are immediate by definition of EL. Finally assume that (a (g(x) ), x,) E E," for all x E S. Now we show that @(g(x)), x,+ I) E E,"+ I = (W+.
Pick any t E o(g(x)) = {o(z)lz E g(x)} = {a(g(y))ly of): there is y of such that 0, My))) E E,". Now yd E x,+ 1 and, by induction hypothesis, o(g(y)), y,) E E,". On the other hand, pick s E x, + 1 : it is sufficient to find a strongly Cauchy K-sequence z E S, such that z, = s and z of.
Since (x,+ 1, xs) E E,"+ 1 for all /I > a, we pick ys E xg+ 1 such that (s, ys) E E,". Using Lemma 1 we can extract a strongly Cauchy K-subsequence (Y~~),,<~. We use it to define an element (z,),,, of S by putting z, = s and by choosing for zy, y # CC, some element of x7+ 1 such that (y,,, zy) E E;.
By definition of S, (z~)~<~ is well defined and belongs tof(x). 0
There is a remarkable class of equivalences E for which both conditions range(g) E dam(a) and (o(g(x) ), x,,) E E" of Lemma 2 can be satisfied. Namely, fix any transitive set T of size less than K and take E = ET = {(x, x)) x E T} u (v\ T)', where V is the universal class.
In this case we have to utilize the full power of the axiom Xi in the definition of o in order to enforce that G induces the identity on T. When we come to the definition of g we have also to take care that g map into elements of T all sequences which are constantly equal to elements of T. Notice that in this case the elements of S are either constant sequences in T or sequences disjoint from T.
In order to define such a function g, we introduce an auxiliary function f*:,S*-,B(S*), where S* = Tu (S\{(x,),,,(x, = t,t~ T>). We putf*(x)= x for x E T andf*(x) = (f(x) n S*) u {tl t E x, for all a} otherwise. Suppose we can pick afunctiong*:S*+ M such that g*(x) = (g*(y)JyEf*(x)} andsuch that g*(x)E Tif and only if x E T. Now define g : S --) M by g(x) = g*(x) for XES n S* and g(x) = g*(xJ if x is a constant sequence in T. Clearly the condition (cr (g(x) ), x,,) E E" is met. In fact, if x is constantly in T then a(g(x)) = x0, otherwise x0 is not in T and hence it is in the relation E" with any other element in N\ T.
We are left with the problem of defining such a g*. Consider the eventual value R of the nondecreasing sequence of equivalences inductively defined by , and it is included in ET n (S*)2 as can be easily seen by transfinite induction (see Lemma 3.5 of [9] ). Now pick a set s" of representatives of the equivalence classes modulo R. F necessarily includes T. Moreover, R does not relate elements outside T with elements of T, since R c ET n (S *)2. Let rc : S* + s* be the canonical projection. Now define the function --f*:S* -+ P(s*) as f*(~(x)) = {n(y)ly of*}.
By Theorem 3.6 of [9] f* is well defined and injective. It clearly induces the identity on T. Now applying axiom X: to f* we get a bijective function p such that if we put g*(x) = F(zx)) all the conditions are met.
We now generalize the whole construction so as to obtain more non-e-isomorphic and also nonhomeomorphic hyperuniverses. Instead of a single equivalence, take a K-additive filter 8 of equivalence relations on V such that, any E E d is compatible (i.e. E+ c E), and has a set of representatives of size less than K.
For any E E 8, define inductively the relations E, as above and take as F the filter generated by the set Z = {E, 1 o! < K, E E 8). 9 is a rc-admissible filter by the very same argument used in the case of a single relation; and again V is full for 9. Hence we can get from Theorem 1 a structure N = NJ, endowed with a topology r = rI and projection Q: V+ N.
Clearly, N is totally K-bounded, i.e. 1 N/F"1 < K for any equivalence F E 9". However we need a stronger property of precompactness, corresponding to Lemma 1 above. Again, this property is crucial also in proving the completeness of N. Since, in general, the topology r8 is non rc-metrizable, we need to utilize nets, instead of K-sequences. In the non-rc-metrizable case this requires that K be strongly compact (i.e. any rc-complete filter on a K-complete field of sets is included in a K-complete ultrafilter). We give first some definitions. (ii) A rejnement of the b-K-net x = (x:),<~, EEd is a map p: a p((F, p) ) L G,. Any refinement can be viewed as an &'-K-net in the natural way.
(iii) An &+-net x = (x:),<,,~~~ is coherent if (x,", xi) E E, for a < /? < K and Proof. Let x = (x:),<,,~~~ be an b-K-net in N. Let 59 be the K-complete field of sets generated by all the equivalence classes of the equivalences in 2'. Notice that V is the set of all unions of less than K equivalence classes, hence ) %'I < K if and only if I I ( d u. Let 9 be the K-complete filter on % generated by the equivalence classes eventually inhabited by the net x. Pick a K-complete ultrafilter $2 extending 9, which exists by hypothesis. Clearly, % contains exactly one equivalence class for any E, E 2 and the net x lies frequently in it. Define p: d x K -+ 8 x K by taking p(E, a) to be some pair (G, v) with G s E, v 2 a such that x," lies in the unique equivalence class mod E, belonging to 42. It is immediate that p is a coherent refinement of x. 0
We now mimic the construction carried out for a single equivalence, the coherent J-K-nets playing the role of the strongly Cauchy K-sequences. Let S be the set of all coherent b-K-nets in N. Define the function f: S + B(S) by f(x) = { y E S Iyt E xE+ 1, a E K, E E a}. Now apply the axiom X, and get a surjective function g:S -+ M, satisfying g(x) = {g(y)1 y Ef(x)} for all x E S. We claim: (o(g(x) ), xt) E E" for all x E S, E E 8, then any coherent b-K-net converges in N. Hence N is K-compact and therefore a K-hyperuniverse.
Proof. We follow closely the pattern of the proof of Lemma 2 and we show by induction on tl that (a (g(x) ), x,") E E," for all x E S, all E E d and all c1 < K.
The property holds by hypothesis for tl = 0. The limit steps are immediate by definition of El, Finally assume that (a(g(x) ), x,") E E," for all x E S. We show that @(s(x)), x,"+ 1) = (E:)+.
Pick any t E a(g(x)) = {a(z)lz E g(x)} = {a(g(y))ly Ed}: there is y ES(X) such that (t, o(g(y))) E E,". Now yf E XI+ 1 and, by induction hypothesis, (a(g(y) ), yJ E E,". On the other hand, pick s E x,"+ 1 : it is sufficient to find a coherent &-#-net z E S, such that zf = s and z Ed.
Since (x,"+ i, x;) E E,", 1 for all /I > u and all F c E, we pick y; E xi+ 1 such that (s, y:) E E,", thus obtaining an I-K-net. Using Lemma 3 we get a coherent refinement p. We use it to define an element of S, say (z$),<,,~~~, by putting zf = s and choosing for zy any element of xf+ i such that (Y~(~,~), zf) E Ct. By definition of S, the B-K-net (z:),<,,~~~ is well defined and belongs tof(x).
Therefore, a(g(x)) is the limit of the net x for all x E S. Since, by Lemma 3, every b-K-net in N has a refinement in S, we obtain at once that N is K-compact, and also In order to show that the hypotheses of Lemma 4 are met, we carry out almost the same argument that we used in the case of the principal filter above. Again we need the full power of the axiom Xi' in the definition of 0 to enforce that n induces the identity on T. When we come to the definition of g we take care that g map into elements of Tall &+-nets converging to elements of T. To this aim, we consider a set S * 2 T and a map n: S 4 S* such that xx = my if and only if (XI, yf) E E, for all E E 8 and all a < rc. Moreover, we take rc(x) = t when x is the net constantly equal to t E T. It is easily seen that the function f*:S* + B(S*) obtained by putting f*(rr(x)) = {4Y)lY Ef*( x 11 is well defined and injective, and induces the identity on T. Apply the axiom Xi and pick a function g* which is the identity on T and verifies g*(x) = kI*(Y)lY Ef*(x)I f or all x E S*. It needs only a straightforward checking to verify that the function g = g* 0 rc satisfies the hypotheses of Lemma 4.
This construction collapses to the previous one if the topological space M is K-discrete.
Concluding remarks
We give now a plethora of non-e-isomorphic hyperuniverses generated by specializing the constructions of the previous section to suitable equivalences ET. Many of these structures are indeed mutually elementarily nonequivalent in the language of Set Theory:
(i) for T = 8 and K = o we get the standard hyperuniverse of [l, 16-181; (ii) for T = 8 and K > o we get the K-hyperuniverse of [lo, S] ; (iii) for T K-finite and well founded we get the models sub i) and ii).
(iv) For T finite and non-well-founded (e.g. a set of n self-singletons) and K = w we get a hyperuniverse which has the standard hyperuniverse as a closed subset and where T is a finite clopen set of isolated points (e.g. a hyperuniverse with n + 1 selfsingletons). Notice that even if we take T to be just one self-singleton, many sets that are collapsed in the standard hyperuniverse are left untouched. Thus in the non-wellfounded part we obtain new nontrivial topological substructures, e.g. the convergent sequence (Y. = {Y,, T, n) >,<, together with its limit. Clearly, the axiom of super strong extensionality SSExt fails in such a universe. Hence also X1 fails, contrary to what happens in the standard hyperuniverse [ll] . Notice that the axiom of strong extensionality SExt (two sets x and y are equal if they have e-isomorphic transitive closures) does not necessarily fail. For example, take T = (T, ( T)).
(v) For T non-well-founded and K > o we get a ic-hyperuniverse which has the K-hyperuniverse of (ii) as a closed subset and where T is a clopen set of isolated points. Similarly to (iv), SSExt fails in this case.
It is worth noticing that the hyperuniverses obtained in (iv) and (v) satisfy the following property of super strong extensionality "up to the set T": two transitive sets x and y are equal if there are surjective e-homomorphisms which are the identity on T and map both x and y onto the same transitive set z.
We can now easily apply Corollary 2 to any of the rc-hyperuniverses above. For instance:
(vi) take as N the standard hyperuniverse of (i) and take as 4 the permutation defined by 440) = {0}, do) = 0 and 4(x) = x otherwise. 4 being injective, we can obtain an injective II/ using the axiom X,!. The hyperuniverse M thus obtained has exactly two self-singletons. It is interesting to compare this last hyperuniverse to the one obtained in (iv) taking for T a self-singleton. The two structures coincide! This is a consequence of a remarkable topological result: there is a unique, up to homeomorphism, k-compact, K-metric, O-dimensional space, with a dense set of isolated points, where every neighborhood of an accumulation point has size 2". Since both structures satisfy these conditions (see [lo, ll] ), they are homeomorphic; Hence a direct application of Corollary 2 and axiom X: yields the results. The same topological argument shows that, in general, all K-hyperuniverses obtained starting from a principal filter generated by a relation ET are homeomorphic. Hence each one of them can be obtained from any other one by a direct application of Corollary 2 and axiom Xl.
The relation ET are by no means the only way in which we can get hyperuniverses using a principal filter. Here we give only a few examples:
(vii) take E = A* u (V\A)*, where A = {x 1 TC(x) n Aut E a}, Aut is the class of all self-singletons, a is a fixed self-singleton and TC(x) denotes the transitive closure of x.
One can easily check that Lemma 2 still holds. In this case we get the very same hyperuniverse that we would have obtained applying the construction of the previous section, starting from ET, where T is any self-singleton different form a.
(viii) Take E = B' u (V\B)', where B = {x 1 TC(x) n Aut = 0} and K = o. In this case we obtain the hyperuniverse of (vi). The hypotheses of Lemma 2 cannot be met, but nonetheless a suitable function g can be defined.
(ix) Take E = 112, where n is the class of all well-founded sets, and K > w. Then we get the K-hyperuniverses introduced in [14] and proved to be K-compact in [18-J. Notice that Lemma 2 cannot be used in this case to prove K-compactness.
Several examples of nonhomeomorphic, and hence non-e-isomorphic, hyperuniverses can be obtained by considering suitable nonprincipal filters of the kind discussed at the end of Section 2. These K-hyperuniverses include as a closed subspace a copy of the topological space M we started with.
(x) Take a perfect compact space M, e.g. the Cantor cube D". The resulting hyperuniverse cannot satisfy the property that its isolated points are dense. Therefore, it is not homeomorphic to the classical hyperuniverse of(i), being nontheless a compact ultrametric space. Similarly, the product K-topology on the generalized Cantor cube D" generates a K-metric K-hyperuniverse, where the isolated points are 'not dense. (xi) Take a non metrizable space M, say any generalized Cantor cube of uncountable weight. The corresponding hyperuniverse is not metrizable. Similarly, the Kproduct topology on the generalized Cantor's cube D' gives rise to a non-rc-metrizable K-hyperuniverse, for any uncountable strongly compact cardinal K and any v > IC.
